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ANtract--In the present paper, the Schr6dinger-like equations are solved easily, quickly and elegantly 
using Adomian's decomposition method. The technique has been illustrated by some examples which are 
of physical interest. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently a great deal of interest has been focused on the application of the decomposition method 
to a wide class of stochastic and deterministic problems involving algebraic, differential, integro- 
differential, differential-delay nd partial differential equations and systems of such equations [1-5]. 
This method leads to computable, accurate and rapidly convergent series solutions to linear and 
nonlinear deterministic and stochastic operator equations [6, 7]. The solution can be verified at any 
stage of approximation. The simple procedure outlined here is the only special case of the 
methodology for the Schr6dinger-like equation which is linear and deterministic. It is shown that 
only a two or three term approximation of the series solution offers a very good approximation 
with the exact solution of the problem. 
2. ANALYSIS 
We consider the Schrfdinger-like quation in its standard form 
V2u + kf(x, y, z)u = O, 
where V 2 is the three-dimensional Laplacian operator, i.e. 
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f is a function of x, y, z and k is a constant. 
Following the analysis of Adomian [8], we define the linear operators 
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Lx=~-sx 2, Ly=~y2 and L.=sz-- 5. 
Equation (1) is rewritten in terms of the operators as 
(1) 
C.A.M.W.A. 20/I--E 6 1 
L~lL~u = L~I[-L,.u - L:u - kfu], ] 
Lf~Lyu L f l [ -L~u -Lxu  -k fu ] ,~  
L_tL.u L~l[-Lxu -L~u -kfu]. J 
(3) 
[Lx + Ly + L.]u + kf(x, y, z)u = 0. (2) 
We solve Lxu, L,.u, L.u in turn and then apply the inverse operators L.;-% L7 ~, L7 ~ which are simply 
two-fold integrations in this case, we then have 
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From which it follows that 
u = a~ + a2x + L~l [ -L , .u  - L:u - kfu], "] 
tt a 3 -F a 4 y + L 7' ~ [ -  L~ u - L,, u - kfu ], ~ (4) 
u a5 -.F a62 -.F LT l [ -L~u - Lyu - kfu], 
where the ai terms (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  6) arising from the initial or boundary conditions are functions 
rather than constants. They depend on the number of integrations involved in the inverse operators 
and the specified conditions on the solution. For example, if Lx = c~2/Ox 2,then L~ -~ is the two-fold 
indefinite integral, i.e. L~ -~ = S dx S dx 
L~lLxu=u(x ,y ,z ) -a~-azx ,  etc. [10]. 
Now a linear combination of solutions (4) is necessary. Therefore, adding and dividing by three, 
we have 
1 I u =u0-~{Lx  (L>+L.)u  +L~(L .+Lx)u  +L~- l (Lx+Ly)u  +k(L~+Lf l+L ;~) fu} ,  (5) 
where the term u 0 includes 
I Uo = ~{ai + azx + a 3 -+- a4y + a5 + a62}. (6) 
The homogeneous solutions and therefore the a:s must be evaluated from the given conditions 
(initial or boundary) on u. Thus u0 can be easily calculated. The following components of the 
decomposition follow in terms of u0 and thus u can be completely determined [6, 9], by assuming 
U~ ~ /g n . 
n=0 
Then 
u.+,=( - )½{LT ' (L ,+L : )+LT , ' (L :+LO+LS ' (Lx+Ly)}u . ,  for n>~0. (7) 
The expression 
n-- I  
~o. = y'+ u, (8) 
i=0  
is the n term approximation to u. Convergence is established in Ref. [7]. It would be worthwhile 
noting that the number of terms n required to obtain a computable and accurate solution is very 
small for differential and partial differential equations [7, 9]. 
3. ILLUSTRATION 
(i) Let us consider a two-dimensional equation V2u - (x 2 + y2)u = 0 as a specific mathematical 
example with given conditions as a simple illustration of the procedure. Let's assume 
= , =y,  --x. 
x=0 y=0 
Therefore, in this case we have 
K=- I  and f (x ,y )=xZ+y z. 
Hence, 
(Ou)  _ L~IL ,  u _ KL.Tl(fu),  u=u(O,y )+x ~x .,-=o " " 
(~U) -LT iL~u-KL f ' ( fu ) ,  u=u(x,O)+y ~ >.=o " " 
-5[(Lx Lv+ L ;~L~)+ K(L~ ~ + Lvt ) f ]u .  u= 5 u(O,y)+~(x,O)+x ~x x=o +y ~ ,,=o . . . . .  
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Substituting the values of  K and f ,  we find that 
u0 = (1 + xy). 
The second term is given by 
I --1 u j= 5[(Lx Ly+L? ,~Lx) - (LT~+Ly~)(x2+y2) ]u  0 
- ' - '  L ; . t ){ (x2+y2) ( l+xy)}  = - ½[L~-'Ly(1 + xy)  + Ly 'L~(1 + xy)] + 5(L~ + 
= 0 + ½(L;' + rf:~){(x 2 +y2)(l + xy)} 
x2y 2 x3y 3 l (x4+y4)+~_6(xSy+y,x ) "  
- 2 ~- -T  -+  
Therefore, 
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Similarly, 
Hence 
It follows that 
Laplace equation V2u = 0, with given conditions 
u(x 'O)=x2 '  u (O 'Y )=-Y2 '  ~x ~=o 
We get immediately 
\vy /  y=0 
u0 = ½(x 2 - y2) ,  
1 - U l = 5[L): 'Ly + L;-'Lx] {½(x 2 - y2)} 
1 2 =~(x  _y2) .  
u2 = -- ½[L ff l Ly + L yt Lxlu, 
= ~(x  2 _ y2) ,  
-I Lx]un, Un+l = -~[Lx  Ly+ L~ I n~>0. 
) 
is the solution. 
Denoting an n-term approximat ion by q~. we have 
~o~ = 0.5(x 2 - y2) = u0, 
~02 = 0.75(x 2 _y2)  = u0 + uj, 
~o 3 = 0.875(x 2 _ y2) = Uo + uj + u2, 
u= ~t qg ,=uo+u~+u2+. . .+u,_ l=( l ) (x2 -y2) ,  
n~ 72 
which satisfies the given problem. It is to be noted that six terms yield the solution to be better 
than 98% and with 10 terms, the approximat ion is within 99.9% of  the correct value. 
u 2 = -- ½[(L~-ILy + L;-ILx) - (L x' + L ; - ' ) (x  2 + y2)]u, 
1 4 = -- g (x  + y4) - -  ~(xSy  + ySx)  . . . .  
and similarly for higher terms, i.e. 
1 - - l  u;= -5[ (Lx  Ly+ LT IL .~) - (L ;  I + L~l ) (x2 + y2)]ui_l, i >i 3. 
It follows immediately that the solution is the series for e xy, which is easily verified• 
(ii) As a particular case (taking K = 0) of  our analysis, we now consider a two-dimensional 
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The above specific example with the given conditions is chosen for easy evaluation of the 
components of the decomposition. 
(iii) The mathematical analysis of a considerable variety of physical problems (wave 
propagation in an inhomogeneous media for example), leads to a formulation involving a 
differential equation that may be reduced to the following form: 
d2u 
dx 2 t- F (x )u  = O, 
with suitable initial/boundary conditions. Lastly, we illustrate the methodology by considering a 
suitable example of the above form 
Let us assume the initial conditions 
d2u 2 
• 0 .  
dx 2 1 q- x 2 u = 
u,0,, 
To obtain the decomposition solution subject o the initial conditions given, we rewrite the equation 
in our operator form as 
Lu + F (x )u=O,  where F(x )= 
In view of the above procedure, we can write 
where 
consequently 
or  
Then 
2 d 2 
and L =- -  
1 + x 2 dx  2" 
u = Uo - L - '{F (x )u} ,  
u0 = 1 +x = 1, 
, u0 = 2L -1  
ul = 2x tan-tx  - log(l + x2). 
( The complete solution, of course, is ~ u . .  
n=O / 
~02= 1 +2x tan-~x - log(1 +x2) .  
The exact solution is y = 1 + X 2 which can be easily verified. 
Table l compares this approximation with the exact solution of the problem. Here it is to be 
noted that the decomposition (series) solution is very rapidly convergent [7, 9] and only a few terms 
of the series solution leads to a very good approximation with the actual solution of the problem 
[10, 11]. Generally, only a few terms are sufficient for most purpose and we can proceed further 
with little effort [11]. Asymptotic behaviour of the solution has been discussed in Ref. [10]. 
Table I 
0 1 I 0 0 
0.1 1.0099834 1.01 0.00001 0,001 
0.2 1.0397375 1.04 0.0002 0,025 
0.3 1.0886964 1.09 0.001 0,119 
0.4 1.1559851 1.16 0.004 0,346 
0.5 1.240504 1.25 0.009 0.759 
Decomposit ion Exact 
method value Error 
x (P2 y A = y - (92 (%) 
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4. D ISCUSSION 
The advantage of  this global methodology lies in the fact that not only does it lead to an 
analytical continuous approximation which is very rapidly convergent [7, 9] but it also shows the 
dependence, giving an insight into the character and behaviour of  the solution just as in a closed 
form solution. However, if the problem becomes nonlinear, then this method does not require 
linearization and it does not make closure approximation, smallness assumptions or physically 
unrealistic white noise assumption in the nonlinear stochastic ase [10, 11]. 
The addition of  stochasticity in fo r  the coefficient k or in the initial values can be easily handled 
by generalization discussed in Ref. [9]. 
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